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40th Anniversary 
f h ll dof the Apollo 11 Moon Landing

July 20 1969 10:56 pm EDT July 20 1969 10:56 pm EDT 

“One small step for [a] manOne small step for [a] man, 
one giant leap for mankind.” 

Neil Armstrongg
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Why Explore Space?Why Explore Space?
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Why Explore Space?Why Explore Space?

• I  th  lit  f lif• Improve the quality of life
Progress to date is enormous
Tremendous effect on everyday life

• Create economic value
Communications
Weather prediction 

Air Quality 
Monitor

Weather prediction 
Healthcare
GPS guidance

d h 

Programmable Pacemaker

…and much more…

Golf Ball
AerodynamicsAerodynamics

NASA Cool Suit for Xeroderma Pigmentosa 4



The Enabler: ROCKETSThe Enabler: ROCKETS
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Mankind Yearned to Be 
F  F  E h’  C iFree From Earth’s Constraints

• Science Fiction addressed the topic
1649: Voyage to the Moon – C. de Bergerac
1865: From the Earth to the Moon – J. Verne

• Accurate scientific calculations
• Launch from Florida
• Very close to size of Apollo vehicle

1930’s & 40’s: Flash Gordon & Buck Rogers
1945:  Extra-Terrestrial Relays – A.C. Clarke
1950’s: Captain Video
1968: 2001: A Space Odyssey – A.C. Clarke
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The Fathers of Rocketry Made This 
S  T l D  C  TSpace Travel Dream Come True

Th d   K• Theodore von Karman
Not as well know as Goddard 
and von Braun
At Caltech in the 30’s
Scientist and Engineer
Founded Aerojet in 1942j
• Jet Assist Take Off (JATO) rocket

production
• Used in WW II – Assist aircraft

Theodore von Karman

• JATO’s were the first practical US rockets
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T. von Karman’s Famous Quote:T. von Karman s Famous Quote:

“S i i  di  h  ld h  i“Scientists discover the world that exists;
Engineers create the world that never was”
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Major Rocket Propulsion 
P  C  E lProgress Came Early

• From mid-50’s through 60’s several 
technological jumpsg j p

ICBMs
Launch vehicles and satellites
Two stages to orbit
Manned space flight

Si  1970 l  d l • Since 1970 – only gradual progress
No firm requirements for additional breakthroughs
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The InvestmentThe Investment
• During Apollo: NASA’s 

budget was 4% of the total - 4 
cents for every dollar spent

O l   f   i  id 60’Only a few years in mid 60’s

T d  h l  th  1%• Today: much less than 1%
A little more than ½-cent for 
each dollar spenteach dollar spent

For every dollar we spend on the space program, the 
U S economy receives about $8 of economic benefitU.S. economy receives about $8 of economic benefit. 
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The Obvious Returns:The Obvious Returns:

• Communications

• GPS – Guidance

• Weather forecastingg
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The Not-So-Obvious Returns:The Not So Obvious Returns:

• Computer Technology • Industrial

• Consumer/Recreation • Public Safety

• Environmental • Transportation
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Computer TechnologyComputer Technology

• Structural analysis to virtual realityy y
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Consumer/RecreationConsumer/Recreation

• Enriched baby food to athletic shoesy
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EnvironmentalEnvironmental

• Solar energy to radiation insulationgy
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IndustrialIndustrial

• Magnetic bearings to advanced weldingg g g
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Public SafetyPublic Safety

• Radiation detection to Fire Fighter air tanksg
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TransportationTransportation

• Studless winter tires to aircraft designg
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NASA Has Had an Impact on 
Ph i lPharmaceuticals

• Rocket propellant chemistry and 
engineering – energetic and toxic

Tremendous impact on critical drugsTremendous impact on critical drugs
• Energetic Chemistry

HIV: protease inhibitorsHIV: protease inhibitors
Flu: Tamiflu, Relenza
Blood Pressure: Avapro, Diovanp ,

• Toxic Chemistry
Oncology drugs
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And, the Failures…And, the Failures…

• Creating the “world that never was” involves riskg
• Dramatic failures: Challenger, Columbia
• Everyday failures as learningy y g
• Petroski: Engineering has an art component and 

science component
We learn through failure
Design requires trial-and error
L  f  f il  d  i iLessons from failures advance engineering
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Determination to SucceedDetermination to Succeed

“Sometimes it is not enough to our best; we must do

what is required.”

Small steps & giant leaps  adventure is driven by an 

q
- Sir Winston Churchill 

Small steps & giant leaps, adventure is driven by an 

intrinsic force far more powerful than hunger or fear or 

d h d l k h hgreed: the need to explore, to know what is out there, 

to see what lies over the horizon. 
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What Will the Next 40 Years Bring?What Will the Next 40 Years Bring?

• Gene Cernan left the moon 36 years y
ago (Dec ’72) - no human has 
returned since

It took NASA 11 years to get thereIt took NASA 11 years to get there

Fundamental Question:
• In the year 2069  • In the year 2069, 

Apollo 11’s 100th anniversary
Will we still be improving satellites Will we still be improving satellites 
in Earth’s orbit?
OR, will we be industrializing the 
moon and Mars?moon and Mars?
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It’s Time to Go Back to the Moon 
d Th    Mand Then on to Mars

• Must be driven by the public sectorMust be driven by the public sector
Led by NASA
Championed by the Administrationp y

• It will need three major bases
Low Earth OrbitingLow Earth Orbiting
Station
Lunar Base and 
lunar orbiting station
Martian outposts
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Rocket Propulsion Will Again Be 
h  ENABLERthe ENABLER

• New technological jumps will be needed to • New technological jumps will be needed to 
industrialize Mars

Low cost space launchp
Nuclear electric propulsion
Lunar propellant production
M ti  ll t l iMartian propellant propulsion

• New industries and new spin offs
Improve the quality of lifeImprove the quality of life
Create economic value
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The Next Generation of 
S  h hi lU.S. Launch Vehicles

• New NASA programs in developmentp g p
Ares I – Crew Launch Vehicle

• Enter service no later than 2015
• Safe, reliable, cost-effective space vehicle

Ares V – Cargo Launch Vehicle
• Test flights to begin 2018
• Will deliver large-scale hardware, from 

the lunar landing craft & materials for the lunar landing craft & materials for 
establishing a moon base, to food, fresh 
water and other staples needed to extend 

 h   b d E th bita human presence beyond Earth orbit
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The Next Generation of 
S  C  &  d  hi lU.S. Crew & Lunar Lander Vehicles

• Orion Crew VehicleOrion Crew Vehicle
Will Launch aboard an Ares I
Capacity

• 4 Crew Lunar
• 6 Crew International Space Station

• Altair Lunar Lander• Altair Lunar Lander
Will launch aboard an Ares V 
Will transport astronauts to &p
from the Lunar surface 
Provides life support & a base for 

 t   k up to a week 
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Developing Commercial SectorDeveloping Commercial Sector

The relationship between the government space 

and what is developing in the commercial sector 

is applying rigorous commercial values to 

technologies to achieve safe and cost-effective 

l h h l h h ld b bi ilaunch.  The relationship should be symbiotic.  

NASA should not be spending resources 

launching commercial payloads; it should be launching commercial payloads; it should be 

spending its money on exploration. 
J.R. Wilson

Excerpt from article The Liftoff of Commercial Spaceflight 
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Invest Today to Reap Future ValueInvest Today to Reap Future Value
• Rebuild interest and momentum

More technical Education Programs available
Middle School and High School Aerospace & Engineering 
Programs

• Invest in space exploration
Moon Colonization
Deep Space Discoveryeep Space sco e y

• Accelerate Research & Development Efforts
NASA
R l i   NASA  d li  l   di l   o Royalties on NASA patents and licenses currently go directly to 
the U.S. Treasury, not back to NASA.
Commercial and Private Companies
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Harness the UnknownHarness the Unknown
Vastness of Space

h lk W G l h ld d 400 b ll• The Milky Way Galaxy holds an estimated 400 billion stars, 
this is an average-sized galaxy

• Billions and billions of galaxies in the known universeBillions and billions of galaxies in the known universe

Vastness of Resources
• Exotic Materials
• Minerals
• Electromagnetic Energyg gy
• Solar-Based Solar Energy
• Dark Matter & Dark Energy

W  ill l  t  h  th  We will learn to harness these resources
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We Have Come Full CircleWe Have Come Full Circle

• After fifty years new rocket propulsion required to y y p p q
enable deep space missions

• We went to the moon in the sixties
Engineering depended on slide rules
Computers used punch cards
M f t i   t ll  Manufacturing was not really 
computerized

• Think of what can happen with • Think of what can happen with 
today’s technology!!!! 

 it boggles the mind… it boggles the mind.
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“It is difficult to say what is impossible  It is difficult to say what is impossible, 
for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today 

and the reality of tomorrow.” Robert H. Goddard

…and ENGINEERS make it happen!!!
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